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DEAR READER,
I decided to claw back some hours each week by investing in a dishwasher
this month and gratefully found Steve – a skilful, friendly plumber – to
organise the kitchen. I asked how he started out, whether he still enjoys the
work… and we soon drew parallels between his gripes as a plumber and
the many accounts I have been given by technicians. The plight of skilled
tradesmen is universal, with tales of bad customers ‘Everyone complains
about bad tradesman but what about bad customers?’ a common theme.
He had introduced a diagnostics fee early on, having been caught out by
telling a potential customer precisely what the problem was with their
boiler, which part was needed and a breakdown of cost, only to lose the
job as they booked in another plumber who was then armed with the
diagnosis.
He has since justified diagnostic fees and a decent labour rate by informing
customers of his ongoing investment in essentials such as training,
accreditation and tool recalibration, telling me: “You need a good business
brain or you end up chasing your tail because your undercharging and not
taking into account your overheads.”
With this in mind, investing in yourself and your business, and appreciating
your worth, are key themes in this issue. Andy Savva, from page 10,
highlights the importance of understanding workshop financials to sustain a
healthy business and I discuss the value of apprenticeships and investing in
EV, from page 20. Rob Marshall’s technical features begin on page 23 where
he investigates garage equipment investment.
You’ll also find case studies, installation tips and our regular new car focus
and OE technology reviews.
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CHANCELLOR’S WINTER PLAN EXTENDS BUSINESS SUPPORT
Chancellor Rishi Sunak's winter economy plan includes a new
‘Job Support Scheme,’ which will replace the furlough scheme
from November for six months, in a bid to reduce redundancies
by subsidising wages for staff working shorter hours.
Workers must work a third of their usual hours, paid by their
employer as normal. When not working, the government will
pay a third of their usual pay, and the employer will pay a third
of their usual pay. Workers will end up with 77% of their usual
pay.
The scheme is targeting all small and medium-sized firms, but
also larger companies whose turnover have fallen by a third.
Firms can claim both the jobs support scheme and the jobs
retention bonus, and a grant for self-employed workers will be
extended on similar terms.

“The Chancellor’s new scheme should therefore provide some
respite – after all, it’s crucial that individuals and families who
don’t want to use public transport during this difficult time,
but still need to get out for the school run, shopping and
supporting family members, can have access to professional
services to stay safe on the roads.”
Sunak also announced an extension on the repayment of
state-backed business loans from six to ten years, effectively
halving repayments. Interest-only payments can be made,
and firms in “real trouble” can suspend their pay-outs. All of the
government’s state-backed loan schemes will be extended
until the end of 2020. VAT bills will also be able to be paid over
11 separate payments.
www.gov.uk/coronavirus/business-support

Steve Nash, CEO of the Institute of the Motor industry, had this
to say in response to the Chancellor’s statement:
“Rishi Sunak is in an unenviable position – there are many
clamouring at his door for support. But his Job Support
Scheme will certainly be welcomed by businesses in the
automotive sector who face the enormous challenge of
delivering a quality service whilst managing costs in the face of
reduced turnover. ONS data for earlier this month showed that
around 2% of jobs in the sector have been made permanently
redundant with potentially an additional 7,200 planned by the
end of this month. And approximately 88,500 jobs remained on
furlough earlier this month, 14% of jobs in the sector.

CELEBRATING GARAGES WHO GO ABOVE AND BEYOND
The Motor Ombudsman has launched its Garage Star
Awards to recognise the individuals, teams and businesses
within its nationwide accredited network that have gone
above and beyond to help motorists during the last 12
months.

INDUSTRY

Any customer that has used an independent workshop
that is signed up to its Chartered Trading Standards
Institute (CTSI)-approved Motor Industry Codes of
Practice, and listed on the body’s online Garage Finder, is
able to submit a nomination on the Garage Star Awards
portal to win one of eight regional trophies.
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Consumers are asked to provide a short, personal account
as to how their expectations were exceeded, and whether
this was a one-off example or has happened on numerous
occasions throughout the past year. Each nomination will
be judged on its own merits, rather than the awards being
bestowed to a business that has received the greatest
number of submissions.
From the nominations that are received up to 30th
October 2020, a shortlist will be created by The Motor
Ombudsman of at least three names per region
(individuals, teams or businesses) and these will be
handed to a panel of judges to select the winner and
the highly commended honours in each of the eight

geographical areas. Their final task will be to then pick
the national winner of the competition from those that
emerged victorious in the regional round. All regional
winners will receive an engraved trophy and awards
certificate to mark their achievement, whilst the national
winner will have the added prize of a £500 voucher
for their business. Consumers who have nominated a
business in the region of the national winner will be
invited to enter into a prize draw to win £250 in Lifestyle
Vouchers.
Entries will close on 30th October 2020 and the winners
will be announced on 24th November 2020.
www.TheMotorOmbudsman.org

SALES OF ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLES
OVERTAKE DIESEL
33,000 pure electric and hybrid cars were registered between
April and June, compared with 29,900 diesels, according to The
Department for Transport. Research from Close Brothers Motor
Finance finds that pre-lockdown, a third of drivers planned to
buy a green vehicle next, while petrol and diesel were seeing a
downward drop in popularity.
Close Brothers Motor Finance’s research included a telephone
survey of over 200 UK car dealers and a consumer survey of
over 2,000 UK drivers, weighted to be nationally representative.
It found that once purchased, car buyers do not switch back,
with 93% of AFV owners admitting they’d buy another one
again, compared with just one in ten buyers who said they
would opt for a diesel car next. Although petrol remains
the most popular choice of fuel type, it continues to see a
downward drop year on year, from 42% to 37% of drivers
planning to buy another. With a fifth planning on buying a
hybrid car, and one in ten opting for electric. Environmental
concerns are the leading reason why people would opt for an
AFV (28%), followed by cheaper running costs.
Seán Kemple, Managing Director at Close Brothers Motor
Finance, commented: “At the start of the year, it looked like the
shift to AFVs would be one of the biggest trends for the motor
industry in 2020. Ambitious targets set by the Government to
achieve zero-emissions streets put the wheels in motion for a
greener future. And the demand is clearly there too.
“But in recent months, the shift to electric has been
deprioritised for car dealers as they were forced to shut down
shop in the wake of the Covid-19 crisis. While the sector is
bouncing back, dealers are now focused on getting buyers
the keys to their next car and adapting to a very different retail
environment. But the coming months are also an opportunity
for the industry to build back better, a part of which will be
building back, but greener. As people are continuing to turn
away from public transport and look for alternative ways to
travel, the car market is seeing a boost. Coupled with growing
environmental consciousness and a looming diesel ban,
demand for AFVs is likely to continue rising, and dealers have
a chance to capitalise on this. Government support will also
be vital in shaping the recovery of the sector and develop
infrastructure to facilitate the shift the electric.”

BRITAIN’S AGING CAR PARC
Official DfT and DVLA data shows huge growth in
older cars still on the road – cars aged 13 or over have
tripled in volume in past 25 years. The data has been
gathered by the team behind Retro Motor, a new
online web resource that celebrates modern classic
cars.
The data shows that in 2019, there were 6 million cars
over 13 years old in the UK, approximately one-in-five
of all vehicles on the road. In 1994, there were only
1.3million cars of a similar age. With the average age of
all cars on UK roads increasing from 6.7 years in 1994
to 8.3 years in 2019.
Despite the growth in numbers of older vehicles, the
team says the news does not necessarily mean that
cars are less environmentally friendly as the mileages
covered by modern, efficient cars are much higher.
Retro Motor founder Richard Aucock, said: “You have
to remember that a 13-year old car in 1994 was an
early Eighties model with extremely high emissions
and no catalytic converters, whereas cars from the
mid-2000s were already starting to meet new Euro
emissions legislation.
“In addition, there’s been a huge boom in the
popularity of modern classics in recent years, which
means that models from the Eighties and Nineties in
particular have developed into collectors’ items. Throw
into the mix the much-improved build quality of cars
from this era and it’s easy to see why many of them
remain loved and cherished by enthusiasts, rather
than just be used as old bangers.”
www.retromotor.co.uk
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LOOKING TO PURCHASE
GARAGE EQUIPMENT?
For peace of mind always purchase equipment and service from a GEA
Member. Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who follow the
Garage Equipment Association’s Code of Conduct.

www.gea.co.uk
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MANUAL HANDBRAKES HEAD FOR EXTINCTION
Online car search website CarGurus, has found that
just 24% of new cars on sale in the UK today come with
a manually operated handbrake, with some popular
models, including the BMW 1 series and 3 Series,
Peugeot 208 and Nissan Juke, all dropping classic manual
handbrakes over the last year.
Just one mainstream manufacturer, Dacia, has a manual
handbrake on every model in the range with the majority
of car makers only offering the part on sportier cars or
cheaper superminis, such as the Mazda MX-5, BMW M2
and the SEAT Ibiza.
A handful of manufacturers have phased out the part
completely and replaced it with an electronic parking
brake, while some use a foot-operated parking brake. The
CarGurus study found that Alfa Romeo, DS, Honda, Jaguar,
Land Rover, Lexus, Mercedes, Porsche and Volvo no longer
have any models on sale fitted with a traditional manual
handbrake.
While many would argue that the electronic parking brake

removes the feel, mechanical simplicity and interactivity
of the classic handbrake, they are still considered a luxury
convenience and safety feature by many, requiring less
physical effort to hold the car more securely without the
need for any adjustments.
Chris Knapman of CarGurus UK commented: "It looks
like the manual handbrake only has a few years left, as it
continues its steady decline in the new car market, with
nearly two dozen models removing it as an option over
the last 12 months.
"We expect the number of cars on sale with traditional
handbrakes to decline even further over the coming years,
as it continues to be relegated to a feature across a select
few sporty and small-volume models. Though the manual
handbrake may soon be a thing of the past in brand-new
cars, its demise might see some buyers dip into the used
car market for some nostalgia.”
www.cargurus.co.uk

ARE WE READY FOR A 2030 BAN ON SALE OF NEW PETROL AND DIESEL CARS?
There is much speculation that the government is planning to
move forward the ban on the sale of new petrol and diesel cars
to 2030, with hybrids given a reprieve to 2035, but Steve Nash,
CEO of the IMI, warns that this acceleration could put motorists
and automotive workers at serious risk.
“I admire the confidence of those feeding this speculation –
apparently there are assurances that the infrastructure will be
ready by this date. But there is so much more to consider than
simply the charging infrastructure.
“Indeed, in some ways the charging network issue is relatively
simple to resolve...it just needs investment, and rather a lot
of it! However, we won’t get the network we need if the
government leaves it largely to private businesses to solve
the problem, as it has done up to now. The investments made
by our government are paltry
compared to other countries.

INDUSTRY

“But I worry that a much bigger
piece of the jigsaw has been
forgotten. What about the
technicians to service and repair
this new automotive technology
which, in turn, will give motorists the
essential confidence they need?
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“As we advance towards a zeroemission future, the technology
that technicians will be coming
into contact with is changing –
resulting in high voltage electrics
becoming commonplace. Motorists
driving electrified vehicles want to
know that they are handing over
their vehicle to someone who has
the right skills. Those who aren’t
properly trained or equipped to

work on electrified vehicles would be risking serious injury or
potentially fatal shock. The IMI TechSafe™ standards, endorsed
by OLEV at the end of 2019, mean that electrified vehicle users
can access the IMI Professional Register to check the electric
vehicle technical competencies of technicians at their local
garage.
“This is a crucial step in giving car buyers confidence that their
electric vehicle can be serviced, maintained and repaired by a
garage with the right skills – and that removes a key barrier to
EV adoption. But it’s also important that government looks at
investment in skills training to support a sector that is currently
severely depleted by COVID-19, to ensure its zero emissions
goals can be achieved.”
https://tide.theimi.org.uk/

£199
+ VAT

TCU Mercedes Benz Temic VGS (722.8) CVT / FCVT
Vehicles: A-Class W169 2004-2012 and B-Class W245 2005-2011
Remanufactured: £199 + VAT

For over 15 years ACtronics has been developing their remanufacturing methods and techniques
for electronic automotive components. We believe remanufacturing reduces the amount of
unnecessary automotive waste and can offer a cost-effective solution to purchasing a new part.
Remanufacturing gets your customers back on the road.
Common problems: Fault codes P0720 / P0722 / P0793 / P0794 | Fault on idle speed sensor |
Fault on Transmission Range Sensor
All remanufactured units come with a two-year warranty. Remanufactured to last!
Contact us now: 01206 849920

www.actronics.co.uk | info@actronics.co.uk

Autotech is evolving:
Test your knowledge and gain new insights online
The Autotechnician team were looking forward to
welcoming old friends and new to Delphi’s training centre in
November for Autotech’s Big Day Out but have decided to
hold fire for now, due to the ongoing uncertainty surrounding
gatherings. To keep us all connected, learn a trick or two, and
to have a bit of fun, the team are looking at ways to create
an online training experience that technicians and workshop
owners can enjoy this winter from the comfort of their own
homes.
If you would like to see a particular topic covered, or would
like to contribute in some way, please email Nicola@
autotechnician.co.uk.

AUTOTECH 20

All will be revealed in our Winter issue, published on 6th November.
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AUTOTECH 2020 is sponsored by:

Library of confidential assessments
There are currently nine multiple choice knowledge quizzes
available on the AT website, covering LIN Bus, CAN Bus,
oscilloscope use, testing electrical components, plus diesel
and ignition case studies to assess your diagnostic process and
fault-finding skills.
Results are strictly confidential and instantly emailed back
to you once you have completed the test. Supplementary
explanations are also provided to help you strengthen your
knowledge in these areas.
We will add another test ready for the Christmas break. Register
or log in at https://autotechnician.co.uk/registration and
see what score you can achieve.

Your trusted partner.
Empowering workshops since 1984.
In today`s competitive world, your business needs all the help it can get. It needs a knowledgeable, expert
partner. With ZF [pro]Tech, you get access to technical knowledge, like vehicle-specific mounting instructions for
LEMFÖRDER, SACHS and TRW parts for commercial vehicles and passenger cars. As well as exclusive service data
direct from vehicle manufacturers, invaluable trainings, your own personal on-site support, and so much more.
Expertise. Knowledge. Trust. Welcome to ZF [pro]Tech.
Find out more, at protech.zf.com

BUSINESS

Financial Understanding
in the Garage Business
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By Andy Savva,
The Garage Inspector

Once upon a time, conventional wisdom
suggested that if there was money in the bank
account at the end of the month, things were
going reasonably well. Bookkeeping and
accounting were fine, but only for accountants.
Servicing and repairing vehicles were for garage
owners and technicians – people like you and me.

Appreciate your value

However, in a world of compressed and declining margins,
what was good enough for our predecessors will not be
good enough for the competitive and ever-challenging
business climate you and I face today, and certainly not good
enough to sustain an efficient garage business in the future.
Understanding your numbers – especially the Key Performance
Indicators (KPI’s) that tell you just how well, or not so well, your
business is doing at a glance, is CRITICAL.

The only commodity that a garage sells is labour, we can call
it skill, time or knowledge. Some may argue that we also sell
parts – well we may do, but we do not have control over these
purchases, these are by-products of what and how much
labour we sell.

The demographics of most garage business up and down the
country have been born out of good technicians who really
have the skill set in repairing vehicles all of sudden owning a
garage business.
Most do not have the essential skills in marketing, customer
service, operational management, reception management
etc. And why should they? There is no qualification required
to run a workshop, unlike Germany where you would have
to undertake a 3-year graduate programme before you can
manage or own an independent garage business.

The garage business, like most other service businesses, is
all about raw materials and finished goods. It is all about
commerce – the exchange of goods and services for the
compensation of one kind or another, in our case revenue. It’s
about creating value, adding value, and creating services and
products that we can sell for more than what they cost us, in
order to make a profit. Isn’t that what business is all about? Is
profit something to be ashamed of? Is it a dirty word?

More to the point, most garage owners and managers fail to
recognise the value they add to the process in terms of service,
skill, competence, quality, reliability and ability to respond to
customer wants, needs and expectations. So, what happens
is that garage owners set their labour rates because it is the
going rate in the given area. The only thing we sell, our only
revenue stream, we decide the value of by picking a figure
from the sky.
Consequently, garage owners who don’t realise or understand
the value of the products and services they provide are
subsidising the cost of repairs with unrealistic low prices.
Almost every problem this industry of ours faces – acute
shortage of trained qualified technicians, the lack of interest in

automotive services as a viable profession as youth chase those
white-collar jobs, the technological advances in vehicle design
and the absence of succession planning or exit strategies – is
the result of an inadequate revenue stream for both the garage
owner and his or her employees.
“So, what do we need to know? I believe you cannot manage
a garage from underneath a vehicle in today’s increasing
competitive marketplace. You must adapt to managing the
business rather than the business managing you. Having the
ability to reflect the health and strength of your business at any
given time or a specific period is crucial for your success.”
For most garage owners, each day is simply a matter of one
foot in and one foot out, focusing on a daily dose of crisis
management and damage control. I know, as like you I have
been through it many times. The problem with not knowing
your figures is simple – good numbers are critical for good
decision making and bad numbers certainly lead to the wrong
decision making.

Make the numbers count
Your numbers and accounting are only useful if they are used
as a means to an end, a catalyst to change your behaviour, your
processes, your attitude in order to change the direction of
your business for better financial performance in the future.

It wasn’t really very complicated for me even in my early days
as I realised how staying on top of my day to day data capture
was crucial to my success. I made sure it was complete and
relevant to what I was trying to measure, whether productivity
and utilisation of my technicians, to my labour and recovery
rate, or even knowing that every labour we sold gave us
approximately another £18 profit on parts.
Take a moment to think about the financial reporting that you
currently have, which KPI’s you use? Are they comprehensive
enough? Are they providing you or your bookkeeper what
they need to know? Where do the numbers come from? Are
they accurate and, more importantly, do they help you plan for
the future or merely represent something that occurred in the
distant past?
Think about how much time you spend learning and
understanding and what they are trying to tell you. Determine
whether or not your financial professional is helping you to
understand these numbers more clearly. Start the journey right
now and I can assure you, your garage business will benefit.
If you’d like to find out more, check out Andy’s 30-minute
YouTube video on labour rates here: https://youtu.be/5PvIEVmjtI, and visit www.thegarageinspector.com/training
for details of his Roadshow training dates over the coming
months.

“

Industry Leading
Diagnostic
Solutions
I am over the moon with the
DrivePro and the level of
support that the Opus IVS
team provide my business
through their IVS 360
diagnostic support service.
The IVS 360 service and
DrivePro are EXCELLENT
assets to G&R Autos.
~ Greg Howard, Owner. G&R Autos

“

Click here to find out more
about Opus IVS Solutions
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Figure 2

Case study:
Ford Fiesta
EDWARD GRIGG OF SWANLEY GARAGE SERVICES,
WITH THE HELP OF TRAINER STEVE SCOTT OF SIMPLY
DIAG, IS CALLED OUT TO INVESTIGATE A NONSTART AND A CUSTOMER’S ATTEMPT AT GOOGLE
DIAGNOSTICS
We had a request to attend a non-start at a customer’s house.
This is not something I usually offer but as Steve was with me,
we decided to tackle this job, mobile.

CASE STUDY

The customer had parked their car for several days. The battery
had gone flat and after recharging the battery the car refused
to start. The customer took to Google to see what the problem
could be. He read that he should change the instrument
cluster along with the PCM, key and barrel – none of which
fixed the fault. He had been trying for months to acquire codes
to program the immobiliser and also sent off their instrument
cluster to an electronic repair specialist. Unfortunately, every
avenue the customer explored, failed. Before attending the job,
I asked the customer to fit all the original parts back on so that I
could make a fresh start on it.
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We turned on the ignition and tried to start the car. The
ignition came on, but the PATS light flashed and would not
start. We noticed that the engine light did not illuminate – this
is a tell-tale sign that the PCM (engine control module) is not
communicating. We carried out a global scan of the vehicle,
something we do on all diagnostic jobs in order to evaluate
the full picture. We could see from the scan that we had lost
communication with the whole of the powertrain CAN. We
opened the bonnet to access the under-bonnet fuse box. We
checked the fuses for engine management, and they were all
dead.

At this point, we felt that we should seek some technical
information and formulate a plan of how we were going to
tackle the problem. We pulled up a wiring diagram using
the Hella information system. We could see that the engine
management fuses were only live after the main relay was
energised. We located the relay and tested it. The relay was
good, but it wasn’t
being energised
Figure 1
when the ignition
was turned on. We
had power to the
relay, but the engine
ECU wasn’t providing
the earth path
required for the relay
to operate correctly.
We decided to check
the power and
grounds to the PCM.
We found that the
PCM was missing
one of the live feeds,
the blue and red one
that you can see in
the diagram next to
the relay, see Figure

This was used as a bypass
to prove the fault.

1. We tested the wire from the fuse box to the PCM using the
volt drop technique. We found that we had an 11 volt drop in
the cable. We opened up the wiring harness loom and located
a corroded wire, see Figure 2. This was causing our volt drop.
We carried out a repair and as soon as it was complete, the
relay jumped into action and the PCM powered up.
We attempted to start the car but unfortunately the PATS
light was still flashing and the car refused. We plugged in the
Artipad along with our OSCA dongle and carried out a PATS
alignment. Once complete, I turned the key and the PATS light
extinguished as it should. I turned to position 3 and the car
started.

We managed to complete the diagnosis and repair in under an
hour, along with the programming. This is something that the
customer was unable to do in several months, despite being
fully qualified.
It just goes to show that investment in training, correct tooling
and a logical diagnostic routine is the key to fault finding.
www.simplydiag.net

Take
Charge
Keep your business moving with Ring’s
Professional Lithium Jump Starter.
•
•
•
•

Compact yet powerful enough to jump start 8L Petrol engines or 6L Diesel engine vehicles
Easy to handle being 75% lighter than equivalent lead acid jump starters
Maximum safety and protection built in
Always ready to go with rapid recharge and docking station during storage

For your nearest stockist visit ringautomotive.com

Ring RPPL700 130x190mm Advert v2.indd 1

Model RPPL700

10/01/2020 16:02
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+500

+5
GARAGE
LOYALTY PROGRAM

+75

THE SPECIALIST CLUB

FAST & EASY!

Search and download the “Specialist Club” application on App Store® or Google Play™
or go to valeoservice.co.uk/specialistclub
Sign up the first time, then simply log in the next time.

STEP

01

EARN POINTS
Go to Declare my product.
Then scan or enter the
barcode / authenticity code
online.

STEP

02

STEP

FOLLOW YOUR
POINTS CREDITS
Track your points in real time
On My Valeo Points

03

ENJOY!
Use your points to order gifts,
they will be shipped to the
garage. Discover at all time
the selection on Gift Shop

The Valeo Conversion Kit
Composed of a solid flywheel and a reinforced long travel damper clutch disc

the conversion kit is a reliable and efficient alternative to the traditional dual-mass flywheel + kit
◊ Easy to fit: Same mounting
time as a dual-mass
flywheel and no specific
adjustment required for the
clutch
◊ Reliable: Optimal
protection of the engine
and gearbox
◊ Comfortable: High
filtration of vibration
and noise to enhance
driving pleasure

AFTER FITTING A VALEO CONVERSION KIT
YOU WILL NEVER HAVE TO CHANGE
THE FLYWHEEL AGAIN,
ONLY THE CLUTCH KIT

Case study: Mercedes-Benz C- Class,
electrical fault
Opus IVS supports a workshop with an electrical fault
malfunction on a Mercedes-Benz W205 chassis

The Fix:
The following steps were provided to the customer:

Opus IVS OEM brand-specific Master Technicians support its
customers globally via its IVS 360 diagnostic support service,
assisting workshops and technicians in the repair of complex
vehicle technology.

The C8 Park Pawl capacitor is in the N/S/F foot well area. Checks
required:

Using the DrivePro’s diagnostic software and extensive product
knowledge, the IVS 360 team provide workshops with the
confidence to repair the most complex vehicles with speed
and efficiency.
All of the IVS 360 team of OEM-Trained Master Technicians have
extensive main dealership workshop experience, which Opus
IVS keep up to date through ongoing VM and OEM training.
This allows the IVS 360 team to have knowledge of the latest
models and systems, enabling them to support customers
effectively from initial diagnosis through to final repair.
Mickey Syrota, Mercedes-Benz Master Technician at Opus
IVS recently supported a customer with an electrical fault
malfunction on a Mercedes-Benz W205.
Using Opus IVS diagnostic software and his extensive brand
knowledge, Mickey was able to identify the cause and provide
his customer with step-by-step guidance needed to repair the
fault.
Vehicle: Mercedes-Benz (C- Class) W205 chassis
Issue: Auxiliary battery malfunction warning message
displayed on instrument panel cluster
Fault codes presented: b21dc01
The Cause:
A code read was performed and sent via the customers’
DrivePro device, which revealed the following fault: ‘b21dc01
buffer battery of the EIS malfunction, there is a general
electrical fault’.

Mickey also explained that the W205 does not have a separate
auto start/stop battery, instead it has a current limiter device
on the positive terminal of the battery under the bonnet, and
that this works in conjunction with the C8 Park Pawl capacitor.
Therefore, the cause would most likely be because of no
voltage to the ignition switch on the 30b circuit. The voltage
converter would therefore need to be inspected and tested
along with the C8 Park Pawl capacitor.

To remove the C8 Park Pawl capacitor, the following guidance
was provided:
1. Remove the N/S/F kick panel trim
2. Remove the glove box under dash panel
3. Remove the N/S/F section of carpet
4. Remove the plastic panel on the floor against the bulk head
The C8 Park Pawl capacitor is
bolted to the left-hand side
of the electrics panel, remove
the 8mm nut and lift out the
voltage converter. This feeds
in to the EIS at plug 1, pin 28
=30b voltage
The voltage supply to the C8 Park Pawl capacitor comes from
the rear SAM control unit in the trunk/ boot from fuse 448.
Further remedies supplied:
Mickey further explained that
if the C8 capacitor has shorted
internally then it is possible that
the feed into the EIS at plug, pin
28=30b voltage or additional
battery voltage will still be
missing after the repair, and still
result in the same fault message
on the dashboard.
If the voltage converter is
replaced, and the fault remains,
the following checks would be
required:
1. K40/5 f448 (Electrical fuse 448)
rear SAM (signal acquisition module)
2. Check electrical lines, connections and connectors for
damage, correct connection, loose contact and corrosion, and
repair or replace if necessary
3. Check regulator and alternator
4. Additional battery
5. Replace C8 (Park Pawl capacitor).
For information on IVS 360 support, visit www.opusivs.com,
email sales-uk@opusivs.com or call 01865 870 060.

CASE STUDY

The most likely cause of an EIS fault code is that one of the
power supplies to the EIS switch (Electronic Ignition Switch)
is not present. Mickey suggested that the most likely possible
cause of a general electrical fault would be a result of the
internal c8 capacitor shorting out.

1. At the C8 capacitor pin 2 = red 12v
2. Pin 1 = earth brown
3. Pin 3 = red/blue to EIS switch plug 1 pin 28, 30b voltage
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Technical Support: Timing belt, chain
and auxiliary drive systems

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Autotechnician talks all things INA with
Schaeffler REPXPERT, James Mainwaring
As one of Schaeffler’s renowned REPXPERTs, 29-year-old James
Mainwaring provides training and advice to help workshops
grow their understanding of developing vehicle technology
and the replacement products they are installing.
A genuine car enthusiast, whose favourite car is the classic,
Japanese old school Nissan 240Z, James is a trained engineer
with a huge amount of practical knowledge. He also has
a great rapport with technicians, which is obviously a key
requirement for every REPXPERT.
James has been with Schaeffler for three and a half years and,
in addition to his training responsibilities, he and his REPXPERT
colleagues also proactively investigate new applications in
order to pre-empt future issues and rectify them before they
become major problems.
“Schaeffler’s philosophy is to provide the independent
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aftermarket with a complete original equipment (OE) repair
solution that includes not just OE replacement parts, but also
relevant technical instructions and unrivalled support through
comprehensive education and training.
“So, in common with every Schaeffler brand, the INA
programme encompasses all these elements to provide
workshops with a complete solution for all their power
transmission – timing belt, chain and auxiliary drive system
requirements.
“The benefits of this approach are many, but in purely practical
terms it means that technicians have all the OE replacement
parts in one box, including all necessary ancillary components
such as studs, nuts and circlips and, where needed, water
pumps. This allows them to carry out a professional repair
quickly, efficiently, and successfully, and crucially, to the
standards stipulated by the vehicle manufacturer.
“However, in order to provide the additional support that
technicians need to complete a first-rate repair, alongside
its OE quality parts, Schaeffler created the REPXPERT service

programme www.repxpert.co.uk. With the catchphrase
‘By experts. For experts’, it’s designed to equip professional
mechanics with the information they need to make all repairs
simpler and more efficient, from standard belt replacements to
more complex thermal management system replacements.
“Utilising REPXPERT, allows independent workshops to
compete on a level playing field with the VM affiliated dealer
networks because, as well as the full INA timing belt installation
instructions for example, it also provides them with data
such as correct torque values, sets out any special tools that
are required and gives them the VM derived labour times, to
accurately cost and carry out the repair.
“Education is a central theme throughout the site, with
the online training section providing a huge library of INA
installation instructions and videos from my fellow REPXPERT
technical trainers. Much of this information comes in response
to already known warranty claims and, following the pattern of
these failures, and through rigorous investigation, we find the
solution to the underlying problem.

a special VAG Stud Tool – https://www.repxpert.co.uk/
en/online-training/cmsitem-00097521 – which allows
technicians to check the stud clearance after it has been
replaced, to make sure it has been fitted correctly. In keeping
with REPXPERT best practice, this solution allows technicians to
complete a full, VM compliant, timing system replacement.
“REPXPERT is an invaluable platform for professional
technicians that want to stay ahead of the game, learning
about new and future technologies, and helping to protect the
long-term future of their business. It also continues to evolve,
with members now able to access many popular features, plus
some new and unique ones, directly from their mobile device
by using the REPXPERT app.
“App users can search for vehicles by registration number
or application, or for specific parts by OE, competitor and
Schaeffler references. They can even scan the barcode on any
INA packaging to see all of the vehicle application, product and
service information available for that specific repair solution.

“Two good examples that emphasise this point are the timing
belt on the Ford Lynx engine and tensioner stud on many VW
1.9 and 2.0-litre diesel applications.

“The REPXPERT app has been a huge benefit to many
businesses, giving technicians quick and easy access to
technical information directly from their own devices, reducing
the need for sharing a PC in the workshop.

“While the Lynx engine appears a simple set up, with just a belt
and tensioner, technicians have to follow a strict procedure and
use special tools. So, to give them the instruction they need,
we purchased an engine and created a video www.repxpert.
co.uk/en/online-training/page-ds28032 to illustrate the
exact fitting process and highlight some of the pitfalls that they
can potentially encounter.

“When it comes to training, another area synonymous with
Schaeffler, we have experts around the country who attend
technical events and training days to help technicians
overcome troublesome installations. All of this content is
naturally under constant review to ensure they are relevant
and addressing the most current and important issues that
workshops are facing.

“The infamous VW stud, because it is not easy to replace, is
often ignored, and sometimes not even included in competitor
kits. As the stud is an OE service replacement part, it is
obviously included in the INA KIT, therefore we developed

“Before the lockdown, we introduced REPXPERT Academy
LIVE, a series of free of charge events that encompasses four
45-minute sessions, designed not only to help technicians
tackle more challenging applications, but also allow them to
get a grasp of evolving technology in the latest vehicles. This is
another demonstration of Schaeffler’s ongoing commitment to
the industry.
“It is worth reinforcing the message that everything on the
REPXPERT site is completely free, technicians just need to enter
their workshop details and then validate their registration in
the resulting confirmation email. They will then become a
REPXPERT member, with all the privileges and opportunities
this provides.

“Members also receive regular e-newsletters (make sure you
tick the box during registration), updating them on the latest
Schaeffler product news, training and bonus shop offers from
the OE manufacturer and supplier.”

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“Members can, for example, redeem the bonus points found
inside Schaeffler product boxes for an even more diverse range
of content, such as P-codes, service schedules, diagnostics,
steering geometries and torque values for non Schaefflerrelated systems. Points can also be spent in the Bonus Shop,
which has a range of workshop tools, clothing, and point-ofsale materials.

https://www.repxpert.co.uk/en/
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4-Focus
IAIN ROBERTSON TAKES A LOOK AT NEW INNOVATIONS

HYUNDAI – REVISED KONA OBTAINS ADAS
BRAKES AND STEERING
Introduced by Hyundai five years ago, semi-autonomous
steering, which could be most annoying to drivers unfamiliar
with its ‘steering-nudge’ cues, worked in conjunction with
exterior sensors, which ‘read’ road marker lines and issued
both audible and visual warnings, as well as the ‘nudge’, to
avoid straying out of a lane, unless the appropriate direction
indicator was selected. For the latest revised Kona model, both
electronic steering and brake technology have been advanced
to a level even closer to full autonomy. While the laws related
to the latter have yet to be ratified, Hyundai is introducing the
AI-influenced tech through several aspects of ADAS. Blind Spot
Collision Avoidance Assist (BCA) engages both the brakes and
counter-steering, should another vehicle appear within the
‘blind spot’ but the unsighted driver attempts a lane change.
Forward Collision Avoidance Assist (FCA) can also incorporate
an optional camera, which increases the range of obstacle
detection and is no longer good weather dependent. Should
the system detect a potential collision, it applies the brakes
firmly, as the car is steered away from it, which is a first for
Hyundai. As aspects of a growing suite of ADAS features that
are targeted at meeting full autonomy in a few years’ time,
one of the more intriguing developments is Safe Exit Warning
(SEW), which will inhibit a passenger exiting the Kona, when

it is not safe to do so, by disabling the door release, which will
be a relief to members of the two-wheeled fraternity that often
insist on squeezing past vehicles on their blind sides. How
dependable the sensors will remain is the $64,000 question.

NEW CAR TECH

ROLLS-ROYCE – WORLD FIRST
PLANAR SUSPENSION SYSTEM
FOR ALL-NEW GHOST
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BMW should be applauded for its commitment
to the sometime ‘Englishness’ of its Rolls-Royce
motorcars. While some of the renowned ‘magic
carpet ride’ can be attributed historically to
Citroën (RR having used developments of the
French company’s oleo-pneumatic suspension
spheres for many years), its latest development
for the all-new Ghost is more scientifically based.
Known as Planar Suspension System, it is named
after a flat and level geometric plane and is the
result of an exhaustive, ten years’ development
period, to create a sense of ‘flight on land’ never
before achieved in a car. In essence, an additional upper wishbone damper unit is located above the front
suspension assembly, its activities controlled by forward reading cameras that monitor the road surface and prepare the
system for any changes in it. The controlling planar software is also assisted by the car’s sat-nav system (a BMW development,
already available on the new 7-Series, being readied for broader range use in the future era of autonomous motoring). The
continuously variable, electronically controlled dampers, already fitted to the high-volume air suspension struts, provide
the mechanical functions as usual, the new upper damper serves to refine ride and stability qualities that Rolls-Royce now
believes to be the world’s best, which remains true to the ethos of Sir Henry Royce, to take the best and make it better.

PEUGEOT – NOT BEFORE
TIME, NEW 3008 GAINS
‘FOG MODE’ ADAPTIVE
FRONT LIGHTING
As pointless as its ‘i-cockpit’ is, with
its teensy steering-wheel-in-thedriver’s-lap and reverse sweep
speedo and rev-counter needles,
it is mildly gratifying to note that
the latest version of the 3008 SUV
has inherited night driving safety
technology introduced by techmaster Mercedes-Benz more than a
decade ago. ‘Night Vision’ makes use
of a front-mounted infra-red camera
that can detect pedestrians, animals
and objects located more than 200m
beyond the reach of the headlamps on full beam. It displays them on the 12.3-inch programmable LED screen ahead of
the driver…the same screen that can also display four different styles of presentation, including the ‘unconventional’ digital
dials. As a means to avoid ‘roadkill’ and demonstrate a fuller extent of digital dashboard technology, it is to be applauded and
welcomed. However, of slightly greater interest is more flexible use of LED frontal lighting technology, by the introduction
of ‘fog mode’. While LED headlamps are purported to be more efficient and longer lasting than conventional filament bulbs,
they also carry a high price replacement premium. Thus, reducing the number of LED elements, by removing the lower
damage-prone separate foglamps and introducing a lower intensity but more focused fog-lamp function, within the ‘normal’
headlamp units that works as soon as the high-intensity rear foglamp switch is activated, shows that Peugeot is considering
finally proper consolidation of its lighting technology. The new ‘frameless’ front grille does mean a loss of the familiar Peugeot
‘face’ but that is a small price to pay for the safety gains.

MERCEDES-BENZ – NEW
S-CLASS EXCELS ON TECHNO
FRONT WITH SAFETY IN MIND

NEW CAR TECH

As the world’s oldest carmaker, DaimlerBenz has seldom disappointed with its
market-leading developments for over 130
years. The latest S-Class has exceeded on all
expectations and, apart from an innovative
automatic side-impact mitigation system
that raises the car by 8cm to reduce
potential damage, or the first application
of Mahle’s latest and most effective cabin
air filtration system, it is the use of camera
technology both inside and outside the
new S-Class that is not merely innovative
but is sure to impact on future technical
advancements across the entire motor
industry. While digital touchscreens are
not new, Merc employs no less than five (only three in UK-spec models) in its new luxury car, some with OLED technology. However,
at the touch of a solitary button, a new 3D driver display employs spatial perception by using eye-tracking technology for the first
time in a vehicle. This feeds into the enlarged head-up display to provide additional information that can be projected in 3D virtual
reality form onto the virtual road surface ahead. Changing speed restrictions are an ideal example of flagging-up issues that will
affect driver responses. Tiny cameras mounted in the overhead control panel interpret eye, head, hand and even body movements
using AI learning algorithm technology and linking them to corresponding vehicle functions. As an example, should the driver turn
slightly to take an over-shoulder view, if ‘closed’, the sunblind will open automatically to improve the view. Boasting the highest
customer retention of any car sold, the new S-Class serves to underscore Merc’s constant search for both physical and sensual safety
advances.
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The IMI provides tools and services
for employers that want to provide
an apprenticeship, to help you work
out what type of apprenticeship you
should offer and how it can positively
impact your business.

Investing for the future
Compared to other industries, the automotive repair
sector has been largely resilient to the effects of the
pandemic, but this year’s events have forced many
businesses to evolve much more quickly than planned.
In the short term, some garages are working with
a streamlined team but expected to fulfil a higher
demand for services, while others are in a more
fortunate position of being able to use injections
of government cash to invest in growing revenue
opportunities, equipment upgrades and technical
training, to help futureproof the business.

However, investment in technicians of the future has sadly
dropped significantly over the past year. The Institute of the
Motor Industry, IMI, says the latest Department for Education
data shows that apprenticeship starts in the automotive sector
in July 2020 fell by 59% compared to the same period in 2019.
The trade is struggling to fill vacancies as it is, and this will get
even tougher if we do not attract the younger generation into
this fast-evolving industry.

COVER STORY

We asked the IMI why garages should consider taking on an
apprentice and how to go about it in the right way.
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Add value to your business
During heightened economic uncertainty, apprenticeships
are an obvious solution for the motor industry. And the top
ups being offered by the Chancellor to help employers bring
apprentices on board are a further reason to make this choice
now. From August to January, any firm that hires a new young
apprentice aged 16 to 24 will receive £2,000 and those that
hire new apprentices 25 and over, will be paid £1,500.

But for many garages, there is still a lack of understanding
about what’s involved in bringing an apprentice on board.
Here Mark Armitage, Head of Membership Products and
Services at the Institute of the Motor Industry, explains some of
the key factors that automotive employers should think about
when considering taking on an apprentice.
“For smaller employers (less than 50 staff ) that are the
backbone of the motor industry, apprenticeship training is still
heavily subsidised by the government, which picks up the bill
for 95% of the training costs, or 100% where the apprentice is
16-18, or an eligible 19-24 year old, as per government funding
rules. But it’s s still vital that the best return is achieved from
the investment of time and resources. We have, therefore,
identified a few key steps in bringing an apprentice into a
business.”

An apprentice is not cheap labour
It is important to have the right mindset about an apprentice.
They are not cheap labour. They must be paid at least the
minimum wage and they must work with experienced staff;
learn job-specific skills and get time for training or study during
their working week (at least 20% of their normal working
hours).

“By providing an
apprenticeship, you can tap
into a pool of enthusiastic
talent who can quickly develop
into a skilled, knowledgeable
and vital part of your
workforce”

“Why start from scratch,
when Technicians are already
sharing the best solutions?”

ESI[tronic] 2.0 Online.
The new standard in vehicle
diagnostics.
Bosch Passes the 1 Million ‘Known Fixes’
Milestone in its ESI[tronic] Experienced
Based Repair (EBR) software.
Check

P

Check now.

boschesitronic.com

Making the right choice of Apprenticeship
As an employer, you must work with a training provider who
will operate to a standard for the chosen apprenticeship. So
it’s important to think about the skill set that your organisation
requires – the IMI offers End Point Assessment Solutions, for 20
Apprenticeship Standards covering most job roles.
The right fit
When recruiting an apprentice, the manager who will be
responsible for them should be involved in the selection
process. This will ensure a good fit with the apprentice’s
personality and the organisational culture.
Buddying up
The right framework should be put in place to support an
apprentice once they join the organisation. This includes
a dedicated apprenticeship mentor who can guide them
through their programme, and answer any questions they
have. Obviously for many smaller businesses there may not be
a dedicated apprenticeship mentor, but it’s important a direct
line manager is responsible for their education, training and
wellbeing.
It’s also worth giving the apprentice a ‘buddy’ – an experienced
employee at the organisation that the apprentice can ask
simple questions.

COVER STORY

Onboarding
It may sound obvious, but a clear onboarding plan is also
crucial to ensure the apprentice feels welcome and can hit
the ground running, especially if they are young with little
experience of work.
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Schedule study
Apprentices must spend a minimum of 20% of their time
training off-the-job, under government rules. An employer
should think about a study schedule that minimises disruption
to the apprentice’s job. Some employers set aside time in
the morning before the workplace gets busy. The key is to
experiment and find a timetable that works for everyone.
Apprentices deliver immense value to a business, not just in
bringing fresh blood to the organisation but in delivering a
real return on investment. To find out more about recruiting
an apprentice, visit https://tide-uat.theimi.org.uk/
apprenticeships-epa.

Embracing technology
Whether you are a firm supporter of the transition from fossil
fuel-powered cars to alternative fuel vehicles, or a combustion
engine stalwart, there is a growing appetite to purchase hybrid
and electric vehicles. We are currently falling way short when
it comes to charging infrastructure but with talk of the ban on
sales of petrol and diesel cars being brought forward to 2030,
no doubt heavy investment will follow.
Depending on the location of your workshop, you may
have not yet received an enquiry for servicing an AFV but if
sales continue on their upwards trajectory, it’s the proactive
businesses and technicians of today who have completed
the vital training to safely maintain and repair them, who will
capture this growing business.
We asked master technician & workshop owner Matt Cleevely,
why he invested in all things EV. “I decided to invest in electric
vehicles around three years ago, for the future of my 60-yearold, family businesses.
“Personally, I’m heavily invested in renewable energy – with
solar, battery storage and rainwater harvesting already installed
at my home – and I wanted to learn and develop my own skills
professionally. So, I took the training and bought a Nissan Leaf,
not fully prepared for the difference it would make to our lives,
both at home and work!
“Our business has benefited hugely from being involved in EV
in the early days. We now have a second-hand EV sales centre,
and we service and repair multiple electric vehicles every
day. I absolutely love the way EV’s drive and no-longer own a
combustion engine myself.
“I’m looking forward to what the future holds for my business,
as we are seeing such a growth in EV work – I’m now looking
to invest in additional workshop space and
staff.”

Whether maintaining your offerings, or looking to
invest in new services, it seems strange that now is
likely to be an ideal time to take the plunge.

Your options:
Post-‘lockdown’ and beyond
The coronavirus has and continues to affect us all,
leading Rob Marshall to query how quality equipment
suppliers have reacted so far this year and what they
are doing to help aftermarket businesses create a
profitable future.

What happened during lockdown?
One of the most interesting aspects of looking back into the
spring/summer was that quality and well-established suppliers
of garage equipment did not experience a collapse in their
businesses. Based near Doncaster, South Yorkshire, Butts of

Pro-align of Towcester, Northamptonshire, furloughed the
majority of its team but maintained a breakdown emergency
service to support its customers during the period. Sealey
remained open throughout and, while it recalls a drop in sales
at the beginning of lockdown, the levels are now as good as

While the Hunter Alignment system is a long-term
investment, Pro-align reports that many customers will
achieve payback within a very short period. The supplier
realises that every customer is different, however, which
explains why it offers a variety of options, from the entrylevel PA200 Lite, to the newly-launched Quick Check Drive
(pictured).

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

When the United Kingdom entered enforced lockdown,
the country entered waters that had been unchartered
within living memory. As the government made formal
announcements in response to the rapidly changing situation,
we all had to adapt quickly. Regardless of whether individual
garages remained open, or closed their doors until lockdown
ended, many businesses re-evaluated their investment plans
for 2020 and beyond. While some independents took the
unfortunate decision to shut for good, other businesses took
stock and made the best of the challenging situation. The
subsequent arrival of attractive finance deals, plus new loans
and grants, have helped to counteract lost work, especially
while the MOT Test extension was in force.

Bawtry reports that, like many other businesses, its internet
orders increased during lockdown, a situation that has not
abated.
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To help garages with their investment decisions, Snap-on's finance offers include deferred payment schemes on its DGA5000
emissions analysers and five-year warranty packages on MOT bays.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

they have ever been, as both garages and motor factors have
re-opened. It also emphasises that it managed to support its
customers throughout lockdown but it admits that adjusting
to the 'new norm' meant changes were required. For example,
to minimise handling and social contact, the company
waivered the surcharge temporarily for direct deliveries from
its warehouse. This enabled motor factors to fulfil orders
remotely, without having to open their premises, meaning
that garages could still receive tools and equipment speedily.
Sealey attributes its sizable UK stockholding as being essential
to the company, especially fulfilling orders during lockdown.
It also ramped-up its digital marketing strategy. Subscribers
to its e-mail and social media channels were continually
kept updated, especially with new promotions and product
launches.
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Sealey also focussed on offering special deals for fast-moving
tools, especially as independents grappled with the backlog
of MOTs and servicing. While it is logical that demand for
battery testers and fuel/oxygen sensor cleaners has been far
higher than normal, Sealey adds that PPE sales, including face
shields and gloves, rocketed. This includes orders from the NHS,
which could not source them from its usual channels. Some
of the more unusual enquiries involved automotive digital
thermometers being used on people, which Sealey highlights,
is not the purpose for which they are intended.
Meanwhile, Snap-on discovered that garages were using the
lockdown period to review their services in readiness for reopening. The company reports high levels of interest in not
only its MOT bays and automated test lanes, but also its wheel
alignment systems. Pro-align also reports that it experienced
a surge for its wheel aligners and attributes the reason to
garages looking to take advantage of the new revenue streams

that they offer. The Northampton-based specialist attributes
much of this as being down to government Bounce Back loans,
which has given many independent garages a further incentive
to invest in its future. Snap-on adds that, by combining such
inexpensive credit with its finance deals, it stimulated demand
that was 'unprecedented'. While this year had not exactly been
the best one in which to launch new equipment, Snap-on
adds that it still experienced many requests for its APOLLO-D8
Intelligent Diagnostics platform, see previous feature on our
website here: https://bit.ly/3kmQzYV, after it was released
during June.
Naturally, travelling to conduct site visits has been more
challenging. Again, Snap-on reports proudly that it maintained
its field service operations but only after careful planning
and working with its teams to mitigate risk. It adds that only
a handful of Sun emissions analysers saw their calibrations
expire during the whole lockdown. Pro-Align also reports that
it also implemented all of the necessary practices to keep its
employees and customers safe to maintain its service and
repair services. For garages that have closed and re-opened,
formerly delayed visits are now being conducted, which Butts
of Bawtry reports is also its experience.

Fortune Favours The Brave
While garage equipment suppliers have an obvious incentive
to promote garages to invest in their products, consider that
the coronavirus has not stopped the technological revolution,
which sees cars becoming increasingly more sophisticated.
While it is down to every business to decide the most
appropriate options, Sealey advises that investments in hybrid
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Hella Gutmann Solutions has two diagnostic
packages available to improve affordability
for workshops. The mega macs PC and Rugged
Microsoft Surface Go tablet package costs
£1,995, The company's CSC Tool (pictured), as
well as the mega macs PC and Microsoft tablet is
available from £7,645.
tools and equipment are a smart move, on top of identifying
new revenue streams. It highlights the CC230V – HHO Engine
Carbon Cleaner, and the DPF1 DPF Cleaning Station as being of
potential interest to garages that wish to offer new services.
AT has regaled how alignment services can boost workshop
revenue in past issues and the message remains relevant today.
Pro-Align advocates that, where there is a clear business case
that presents immediate returns, firms ought not hesitate to
invest. Butts of Bawtry concurs that wheel aligners can be an
excellent extra revenue source. It elaborates that, very often,
the numbers stack-up with a traditional lease to fund the
investment, even if a bounce-back loan is unavailable.

With MOT test equipment, Butts of Bawtry adds that
coronavirus has affected connected equipment
implementation only slightly. The execution of Connected
Brake Testers continues and only can be used in new
installations, or where ownership of a test site changes hands.
The only change is that the date for connected exhaust gas
analysers and headlamp beam testers has been delayed but
the DVSA has not cancelled its plans. This update is likely to
focus capital expenditure plans for testing sites.

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)

GARAGE EQUIPMENT

Regardless of a pandemic, ADAS systems are becoming increasingly sophisticated, and more popular. The trend will
continue. The maintenance of these safety-critical systems must be considered seriously by workshops that wish
to invest in their futures, especially as AT has highlighted concerns about garages not carrying our necessary ADAS
calibrations after completing a mechanical repair.
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The challenges that affected us all during the summer may have diverted attention from a crucial guideline
document, concerning the correct working practices in the aftermarket for ADAS-equipped vehicles. If you have
not viewed it, the Insurance Industry Recommendations was introduced in July and can be downloaded from here:
https://www.thatcham.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/006-IIR-Requirements-March-2020-v2.pdf
Hella Guttman Solutions was a member of the steering group at Thatcham Research that influenced the document.
It advises that, even in today's challenging environment, it is even more vital to keep pace with the rapid growth in
vehicle technology and ensure that your workshop has the capabilities to service and repair modern vehicles to the
required high standard.
Should you be seeking to invest in ADAS for the first time, Butts of Bawtry advises that some of the analogue systems
on the market are adequate for garages that specialise in a single-vehicle manufacturer. Yet, for all makes and models,
the digital systems offer greater flexibility and are worth the extra cost. Apart from the revenue advantages, servicing
these advanced safety systems offer a reputational benefit, too. Snap-on advises that you act quickly, because garages
that embrace ADAS work sooner than their competitors will have a better chance of capturing local market share and
benefit from the reputational boost of being an innovative and forward-thinking business.

Consider how dirt
affects sensor
output and how
you can avoid
fault codes leading
you by the nose
in your diagnosis
procedures.

Oxygen (O2/Lambda) sensor
replacement tips
Such sensors are vehicle specific, which emphasises
why a replacement part must share the same
specifications as that fitted at the factory.
Due to their location, constant contact with corrosive
gases and the extremely high-temperature exposure,
corrosion tends to make removal extremely tricky.
Therefore, invest in special tools, such as a tube
spanner. While this can prevent damage to the sensor,
it can also reduce the risk of personal injury.
Once you have removed the old sensor, check that the
threads in the exhaust pipe are clean and serviceable.
NGK told AT that all sensors, sold under its NTK brand,
have an anti-seize grease applied to its threads but
warns that alternative greases can damage the sensor.
Tighten the sensor to the recommended torque;
overtightening can damage the sensor body, as well as
the threads. The torque is specified to ensure not only a
good seal but also an adequate electrical earth, where
needed. Check the multiplug for physical damage and
corrosion too, prior to connecting-up the main loom
and routing the wiring in such a way that it cannot be
damaged by heat.

Ignition: Avoiding
trouble by keeping
clean
While contemplating the meaning of life, Rob
Marshall finds that dirt is a significant factor that
influences ignition system longevity but he also
finds that technician attitudes also play vital roles.

Like all parts of a motorcar, engine management sensors have
a finite life. While they can fail suddenly, old parts on old and
high mileage cars are likely to be past their best. While the
rate of deterioration may not be sufficient to trigger an Engine
Management Light (EML), they might not be working at their
absolute optimum. Working on this basis, if the customer
complains of erratic running, or a noticeable fall in fuel
efficiency, then further diagnosis into sensor output would be
a good idea before annoying the customer and 'firing the parts
cannon', to coin a Dilloneon phrase.

A dirty state of mind

While cleaning can restore some sensors, consider whether
the labour charges involved eclipse those of replacing the part.
Should you decide to clean a sensor, research how you can
do it and which product to use. For example, while hot wire
MAF sensors tend to have their own built-in cleaning feature

IGNITION

Contamination is a major threat to sensor accuracy. With oil
residue and exhaust gases passing through the inlet manifold,
it is unsurprising that turbo boost and air temperature
sensors, for example, can become clogged, which might send
inaccurate readings back to the engine management system.
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to moisture, vibration and heat. Take oxygen sensors as
an example, where low-grade examples tend to be more
susceptible to contamination, because they tend to lack
an effective protectant coating. This is important, because
contamination is one of the biggest causes of oxygen sensor
failure and their location and harsh working environment make
them one of the hardest sensors to replace. Naturally, a faulty
sensor can cause the catalytic converter monolith to overheat
and melt, due to the excessively rich fuel mixture.

ECU damage can occur from low-grade sensors and
ignition components. Thankfully, many types can be
remanufactured by mail-order companies, such as
ACtronics, because it is a specialist task.
to vapourise deposits (working like a self-cleaning oven), they
benefit from periodic cleaning to remove gums and bakedon oil with a suitable solvent. However, certain sprays leave a
deposit behind as they evaporate, making their use counterproductive.

The same situation affects ignition coils. Low-quality items
may look identical on the outside but, to perform as the car
manufacturer intends, they must contain high-quality wires
and coatings. Inferior coils tend to make savings in this area
and the resultant shoddy wiring and insulation, which can give
rise to the cracks, pinholes and imperfections, can all result in
misfires. While the insulation is also strained by voltage jumps
from wiring that does not comply with the OE specification,
damage can extend far beyond that caused by misfiring and
incomplete combustion. The engine management ECU can
also be irreparably damaged. It is also worth noting that the
ECU can also be harmed by poor quality sensors failing, due to
the resultant voltage fluctuation.

Servicing considerations
Just as irregular maintenance increases contamination levels
throughout the engine; it can also curtail sensor life. Elderly
spark plugs with too wide an electrode gap place the ignition
coil(s) under greater stress, potentially shortening their lives.
Incomplete combustion also places the downstream antipollution systems under greater strain. Naturally, running an
engine with a major fault also risks damaging other parts that
can set off a chain reaction. For example, as oxygen sensors
are poisoned by anti-freeze, running a car with a cylinderhead gasket problem that causes coolant to enter the exhaust
system not only risks damaging the sensor but also the
catalytic converter.

Choosing parts
Sensors vary wildly in standards and so strive for OE quality
from a trustworthy source. Inferior parts are not that easy
to spot. Poor quality sensors also tend to be less resistant

There was nothing wrong with this air temperature sensor,
other than needing a good clean.

IGNITION

Training opportunities
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We are grateful to the technical team at Delphi for its guidance with the preparation for this feature. The company
supplies both the OE and aftermarket and told AT that only the packaging differs. Delphi agrees with our philosophy
that the key to correct diagnosis is following a thorough fault-finding process and that a fault code is a symptom of a
problem, rather than being an absolute instruction. Therefore, technicians must understand the relationship between
different components within a vehicle and establish the root cause, using the fault code as a guide. Delphi also
highlights its training courses, which are run by master technicians and include both theory and practical sessions. For
the latest news, log-on to https://www.delphiautoparts.com/gbr/en/training/training.

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube
instagram.com/ngkntk_uk
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd

ngkntk.com

Earn 1,000
BoxClever points
for every NTK
sensor you fit in
September and
October

BE PREPARED
FOR AN EXTRA
1.7 MILLION
VEHICLES DUE
AN MOT THIS
OCTOBER
Because of the growing COVID-19 backlog it’s
estimated that over 140,000 vehicles will fail their MOT
in October alone due to excess emissions. Now’s the
time to turn to the world’s No.1 in engine sensors. NTK.
LAMBDA : NOx : EGT : MAF/MAP : CAMSHAFT & CRANKSHAFT SENSORS FROM THE WORLD’S NO.1

it's wiper time:
autumn health
checks boost sales
Warning signs that wiper blades need replacing:
Streaking:
Narrow marks left on the windscreen are caused by
foreign matter on the rubber blade or the edge of the
blade, if it is worn. If streaks still appear after cleaning,
they need replacing.
Jumping:
If they do not run smoothly across the windscreen and
make a vibration noise, clean it and check the angle. If the
jumping persists, the blade will need changing.

Built to last, whatever the weather
DENSO is urging workshops to stick with original equipment
quality wiper blades when replacing them as MOT tests and
deteriorating weather instigate checks on efficiency.
DENSO wiper blades are fitted as OE on a host of high-end
vehicles, from standard and flat blades to the latest hybrid
designs. The Standard range offers four blade profiles to suit
different windscreens and vehicle styles. There are also four
choices of installation systems and three clip options. The
Hybrid combines advanced engineering and a futuristic design,
popular with vehicle manufacturers since 2005. Its Flat wiper

Autogem to stock Michelin blades
TPMS experts Autogem has exclusively partnered with
Michelin, becoming the sole distributor of Michelin Pro-Series
Hybrid Wiper Blades through trade channels.

WIPERS

The products feature patented suspension technology in
‘Smart-Flex’ design. The Michelin blades adapt to different
windshield curves and designed to provide long-lasting, allseason performance.
Autogem’s Managing Director Prashant Chopra said: “This is
a huge coup for us. We see the Michelin Pro-Series Hybrid
Wiper Blades as being way more than a part number, but an
integral new dimension to our aftermarket portfolio. They save
time through ease of installation and give 95% coverage with
relatively few SKUs.”
The Pro Series Hybrid Blades are easy to fit but several training
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Uneven clearing:
Wiper blades at the end of their service life can leave one
or more unwiped spots, causing rubber deformation, and
need immediate replacement. If it leaves a large unwiped
surface, it is usually because the arm is out of shape. The
arm needs to be reset and the blade changed.
blades are designed to hug the windscreen closely and evenly,
and the Rear wiper blade range comprises six part numbers,
covering 20 major applications, and are manufactured using
durable and non-corrosive materials. www.denso-am.co.uk

tools are available should you need a guiding
hand. In addition to a printed application guide
catalogue, installation videos can be found on
a Michelin-Lifestyle Website, where workshops
can also be listed on a ‘find-a-shop’ feature
and Autogem has also created a wiper blade
e-learning course.
Marketing support is available through a starter
pack, which includes: 50 Hybrid wiper blades, a
wall mounted display rack, A2 customer poster,
training booklet, printed application catalogue
and free listing on the ‘where to get my wiper
blades fitted’ site.
To find out more, call Autogem’s technical sales
team on 0208 838 0910 selecting option 1 or
email sales@autogem.co.uk.
www.autogem.co.uk

EXCELLENCE
in every blade

Global leaders in wiper blade technology since 1917
For more than 100 years, TRICO® has been trusted to deliver premium wiper blade
products to almost every major vehicle manufacturer worldwide.
Today, we use this original equipment expertise to bring you reliable, innovative wiper
blade products that come through at the moment you need them most.

ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER
ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER

OEM

OEM
SINCE

1917

SINCE

1917

trico.eu.com

ENJOY THE SILENCE
with MICHELIN
Pro Series Hybrid
Wiper Blades

LAUNCH OFFER
NOW AVAILABLE
50 x Hybrid
Wiper Blades

Wall Mounted
Display Rack
with Header

E-learning & Support

A2 Poster & Customer
Engagement Leaflet

Application Catalogue
& Online Lookup Tool

www.autogem.co.uk/wiper-blades
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Contact:
sales@autogem.co.uk
+44 (0)208 838 0910

Fitting videos
Wiper blade manufacturer, TRICO, has produced hundreds
of fitting videos on its YouTube channel to ensure that
every technician can fit wipers blades with ease.
While wiper blades are perceived as a relatively easy
product to fit, many drivers still struggle, which creates an
obvious revenue stream for workshops to capitalise on.
However, even some technicians find wiper blades tricky,
which is why TRICO created a wealth of fitting videos to
refer to at: https://www.youtube.com/user/tricowipers/
videos.
TRICO recommends that wipers are changed as soon as
they show signs of wear, such as streaking, smearing or
chattering across the windscreen, and at least once a year.

Senior Brand & Product Manager, Sam Robinson, said:
“Wiper blades can be a daunting component to work
with if you don’t know what you’re doing, which is why so
many people pay for them to be fitted and, because it’s a
relatively cheap product to buy, people are generally not
too concerned about the additional cost for fitting, which
is certainly an advantage for workshops. However, all of our
ranges have been designed to be easy and simple to fit,
and our YouTube channel walks them through every single
one of our products, so anyone can watch and follow along
and fit them with confidence.”

Unique wiper technology
Original equipment manufacturer Valeo, provides the
aftermarket with a complete range of wiping systems,
including wiper blades and wiper motors. Its original wiper
blade, Valeo Silencio, is designed for customers looking for
the exact same blade as the original, providing conventional,
hybrid, flat or rear wiper blades.

The manufacturer boasts that one car out of three in Europe is
equipped with a Valeo wiper motor and replacement motors
feature the same OE requirements, materials and output as the
OE part.
Videos on how to replace wiper motors can be found here:
https://www.valeoservice.co.uk/en-uk/passenger-car/
wiping-systems/wiper-motors

The HydroConnect programme of flat blades have replaceable
adapters that can be used on any model of car, replacing
conventional car window wiper blades with a flat, modern
product.

WIPERS

Valeo’s AquaBlade wiper system is used on a variety of
premium vehicles and the aftermarket offering has been
extended, to cover the Mercedes E-class, GLE-Class, S-Class
and SL-Class. Whereas traditional wiping systems spray the
washer fluid from the engine compartment bulkhead or hood,
Valeo’s AquaBlade wiping system, pictured above, distributes
the fluid along the entire length of the wiper blade. The system
is designed to improve efficiency and has been calculated
to improve driver safety, saving four meters on braking
distance when driving at 30mph. It is said to provide better
performance at high speed with the help of an asymmetrical
spoiler providing an even pressure across the entire windshield
and typically uses half the fluid of conventional systems.
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Engine oil filters:
From then to now
Most of us fit oil filters to motorcars without a second
thought. Yet, they enjoy a fascinating development
story, leading Rob Marshall to provide an overview of
how the modern oil filter came to be.
The need for efficient means of filtering the engine oil was
realised early on in the motorcar’s inception. However, the
technology to make it happen was not ready. As engineers
realised that metal shavings from the various reciprocating
parts could curtail engine life pretty quickly, very early
motorcars (as do their modern successors) incorporated a
course wire gauze, fitted either within the sump, or to the oil
pick-up. However, their lack of effectiveness, coupled with very
low-tech and sludge-prone lubrication oil, dictated very regular
change intervals.
This somewhat cavalier approach was unacceptable for aircraft
engines, where centrifugal oil filters provided a solution. Spun
by the crankshaft, the resultant forces flung the contaminations
into the filter's periphery. While some cars (such as Fiat/Polski
Fiat 126) were equipped with centrifugal filters until the end of
the twentieth century, they were not effective at trapping the
increasingly small contaminations that were being produced
by more sophisticated, powerful and faster-running engines.

Early cars had removal filters,
housed in metal canisters.
While aircraft manufacturers were utilising centrifugal oil filters
during the 1920s, the Purolator (shorthand for 'Pure Oil Later')
developed the first canister-type oil filter. The brand still exists,
under the ownership of Germany's Mann+Hummel. Initially,
the oil passed through a cloth filtration medium and these
early types tended to be of the bypass filter design, in which
only around 10% of the total oil flow that the engine required
at any one time passed through the element, which limited its
effectiveness.

FILTERS

Elementary developments
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While paper's filtration qualities have been realised for
centuries, the material's weakness made it unsuitable for
continuous contact with hot engine oil. As per many other
technologies, WW2 accelerated filter development and
North American paper manufacturers discovered that they
could add the required strength and stiffness to paper filters,

by impregnating them with a phenolic synthetic resin. This
discovery paved the way for Purolator to introduce the first
paper element oil filter in 1946.
Even so, paper was still not ideal as an oil filtration medium.
While it was undoubtedly superior to earlier fabric/cotton/
wool mixes, it was more prone to clogging. This dictated that
each filter had to contain more paper to compensate, thus
increasing the canister size and cost, something that most
carmakers sought to avoid. A further problem stemmed from
the realisation that allowing a minimal quantity of oil to enter

The spin-on filter was costlier than canister types,
because all of the parts are integral, including seals/
gaskets. Yet, they take less time to replace, especially
when compared to vintage engines.
the filter was not ideal for optimum engine life and it was
far beneficial to have all the lubricant passing through the
filter, before reaching the bearings. The arrival, therefore, of
full-flow filtration to replace the bypass design hefted greater
pressure on filter designers, who spent much of their 1950s
and 1960's efforts researching how to increase the surface area
of the filtration medium, without making the filter canister
unacceptably bulky.
Various filter configurations were tried to achieve this aim but
the real breakthrough came from the British arm of AC Delco
(owned by General Motors of North America) during the 1960s,
where the Southampton-based production facility designed
the vertical pleated element, which has since become
universal. It is of no coincidence that this design is well suited
to mass-production. At around the same time, advances in
engine oil technology introduced dispersant additives. These
encourage fine particles to remain suspended in the oil, rather
than grouping together. This refinement addressed many
of the clogging problems that plagued oil filters previously,

Many modern cars have reverted to the cartridge-style oil
filter, where the anti-drain, pressure bypass and even cooling
properties are carried-out by a modular assembly, bolted to
the engine, designed to last the life of the car. All you do is
renew the filtration medium and any rubber seals. Advances
in plastics technology resulted in lighter modules that are
tolerant to extreme temperatures. Pictured is UFI Filters' oil
filter module for BMW's B57 6-cylinder engine, the only metal
component of which is the oil cooler.
without the filter manufacturers having to do anything. They
reacted instead by reducing the filtration surface area, because
they could obtain the same service life using half the paper
content.

Twist of the wrist – Spin-on
convenience
At this point, oil filter elements resided loosely within metal
canisters. Technicians had to unscrew a retaining bolt, remove
the outer can, extract the filter, wash-out any particles from
the canister, locate a new element and refit the assembly to
the car. As the benefits of full-flow lubrication were being
realised, General Motors realised that a filter element could
be incorporated into a sealed, disposable assembly. While the
cost was higher, compared to a canister filter, the trade-off was
reduced labour time during servicing, a fact that proceeded to
be a positive sales point for new car customers. In 1954, WIX of
North America (another brand now owned by Mann+Hummel)
patented its spin-on 'Twist of the Wrist' threaded filter, which
was adopted rapidly by the motor industry.

As lubricants are becoming
thinner and engine
tolerances are decreasing,
paper filters are being
superseded by synthetic
material in some cases. UFI
claims that its material is
made from of glass fibre, or
polymer-based, materials
that interact with both soot
and biofuel.

The biggest change this century has seen the gradual return
of the canister-type filter, with environmental motives cited as
one reason. While the technician renews the filter assembly
alone, with the addition of a rubber seal, or two, the filter
medium is contained within an oil filter module, which
includes the bypass valves, anti-drain technology and even the
oil cooler within a single unit.
As tolerances within engines have become finer, some filters
have replaced the traditional paper-based mediums with those
made from synthetic fibres. While paper remains cost-effective,
synthetic fibres are used in certain applications, dependent on
the carmaker’s stipulations. More recently, the entire lubrication
system, which includes the filter and its module, are being
refined to help manufacturers attain the challenging CO2
emissions targets. Smaller and lighter modules, featuring filters
with finer filtration abilities and improved recyclability are all
trends that are certain to continue.

The universal adoption of full-flow lubrication, so that all oil
drawn from the sump passes through the filter before reaching
the engine bearings, introduced several technical challenges.
First, the pressure had to be relatively high so that the pressure
drop, experienced by the post-filtered lubricant, would not
cause oil starvation. This could also result if the oil was cold
and, therefore, excessively viscous to pass through the filter
quickly. Apart from careful engineering of the filtration paper,
so the resultant restriction is not excessive, a calibrated springloaded bypass valve permits oil to bypass the element and be
pumped straight to the bearings. While not ideal, unfiltered oil
at the correct pressure, temperature and flow is a better option
than insufficient filtered oil. A further development introduced
anti-drain valves, which consist of one (or more) rubber flaps
that prevent oil from draining from the filter post engine shutdown. This causes oil starvation on re-start, due to the filter
having to be primed, before oil reaches the engine's moving
parts.
Although spin-on filters became virtually universal, they
experienced numerous refinements internally for the filtration
medium to tolerate extended servicing internals and different
chemicals from the oil and fuel.
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COVID-19 CORONAVIRUS
The IGA is supporting independent garages through the
COVID-19 pandemic. Find everything you need to fight
the virus at: IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

Call us for more information on:

IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

Motoring towards
a circular
economy
MEWA – supplier of protective clothing, cleaning
cloths, oil-collecting floor mats and parts-cleaners
– looks at how workshops can better deal with
spillages and become more environmentally
friendly
Circular economy:
Environmentally responsible practice is a growing trend in the
automotive industry. Many garages are looking to develop
new business models to address the issue but often struggle
to make even small changes. Switching to reusable wipes for
mopping up spills and cleaning components is one route to
improved sustainability that even the smallest operation can
adopt.
Engine oil, hydraulic fluids, antifreeze and grease are essential
to the smooth running of vehicles and the spillage of these
fluids within workshops is a common occurrence. These are
often prevented with nothing more complex than drip trays
and are cleaned-up with trusty blue paper towel, but is there
a better approach? After all, spillages create several significant
problems for garages. Even simple measures can have a
significant impact and gives our industry an opportunity to
even take the lead. The repair and maintenance activities that
are implicit in automotive workshops are a central part of
the circular economy philosophy, but there are other choices
available that can reduce their direct environmental footprint
too.

Cleaning up

An alternative strategy is now gathering traction, particularly in
light of the demand for improved environmental performance
and engagement with the circular economy. Rather than
using disposable materials like blue roll, third-party suppliers
are being contracted to deliver high quality reusable wipes
and mats. Once used, these highly absorbent wipes are then
collected, laundered and returned to workshops for reuse.
Robust and durable, these cloths can rapidly soak up large
volumes of the oil, solvents or grease found in automotive
applications. Germany-based MEWA Textile Management is a
major supplier of reusable cotton wipes and mats for spills and
estimates that the use of cotton wipes and mats can produce
savings of up to 30% of the time needed for cleaning. While
this potentially represents a cash benefit, reusing wipes also
offers considerable environmental benefits.
As well as maximising the use of primary materials like
cotton, MEWA recovers oils from the washing process. This
oil is subsequently used to power the eco-friendly washing
process itself. In addition, environmentally-friendly wastewater
treatment is assured while heat from the washing process is
recovered. The result is an environmentally-friendly approach
to spills that also eliminates the need to manage the purchase,
delivery, storage and disposal of single-use materials like blue
roll.
Offering a cost-effective and sustainable alternative to
single-use products such as paper, using wipes that are
that collected, washed and inspected under an end-toend full-service leasing model, means the supplier takes
responsibility for improving environmental performance.

BUSINESS

All vehicles include multiple reservoirs of hydrocarbon-based
liquids, such as engine and gearbox oils, and other materials
like transmission and hydraulic fluids. Each of these come with
environmental and health and safety hazards and disposal is
often tightly regulated. For instance, the UK Health and Safety
Executive issues guidance which recommends any spills
are promptly addressed to reduce the risks of exposure to
hazardous materials but also reduce the risk of slips and trips.
Many workshops use rags or disposable blue paper roll to mop
up such spills, as well as clean components and parts as they
are disassembled, repaired and refitted. While effective, this
approach does impose penalties in terms of the environmental
impact.

Gradually decoupling economic activity from the
consumption of finite resources, and designing
waste out of the system

www.facebook.com/MEWADienstleistung
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

VIDEO LIBRARY PROVIDES FREE
INSTALLATION SUPPORT
Schaeffler adds a demonstration of a wheel bearing installation
on a 2012 Ford Fiesta to its growing library of training videos,
available through the REPXPERT site and app, you can view
the video here: https://bit.ly/35V6B8C. The online training
section provides a huge library of installation videos from
the REPXPERT technical team, including its ‘Belt and Clutch
Academy’ clinics.
The front wheel requires a press to remove the Generation 1
type wheel bearing before inserting the new unit into the hub
assembly and features an ABS encoder ring incorporated into
the bearing. In contrast, the rear wheel bearing is a Generation
3 hub unit, a complete bolt-on module incorporating the
mounting plate, bearing, wheel flange & ABS encoder.
“With around two million Ford Fiesta and Ka models that use
these bearings on the UK’s roads, this should be a popular
repair for any independent workshop, so this additional
resource to the REPXPERT portal provides another really useful
video for mechanics,” said Marketing & Digital Media Executive,
Tony Yates.
“It is worth reinforcing the message that everything on the
REPXPERT site is completely free, with mechanics just needing
to enter their workshop details and to then validate their
registration after receiving a confirmation email. They will
then become a REPXPERT member, with all the privileges and
opportunities this provides.”

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

Information on Schaeffler products and systems, fitting
instructions, labour times and more can be found on the
REPXPERT workshop portal at www.repxpert.co.uk or by
using the REPXPERT app, which is a free download for all iOS
and Android devices.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

PROTECTION AGAINST NOX AND FINE DUST
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The vehicle’s cabin air filter plays a key role in preventing
contamination of the air inside a vehicle; removing smog,
exhaust, soot, ozone and pollen also includes fine dust and
nitrogen oxide (NOx).
Meyle has introduced a new MEYLE-PD cabin air filter,
enhanced with specially impregnated activated carbon that
absorbs a high amount of NOx, a filter capacity which is
higher than that of OE products, and improved capture of
fine dust.
Filtered NOx is bound in the filter material as a salt and is
never released again, even when disposed of. The unique
cabin air filter permanently and sustainably reduces NOx in
the environment. 38 new references are now available.

A reduction in loss of pressure also improves airflow,
making the filter suitable particularly for large cities with
high traffic and levels of fine dust pollution.
For optimal performance, MEYLE recommends replacing
the cabin air filter every 15,000 kilometres or, better yet,
twice a year and suggests that tyre changes in spring and
autumn are a good opportunity. Over time fine dust, soot,
pollen and even insects clog the filter, resulting in a gradual
loss of function.
MEYLE also has a comprehensive programme of highperformance oil, air and fuel filters for all conventional
vehicle models.
www.meyle.com/en/

Our quality is clear to see.
Advanced ball pin treatment

for increased resistance to corrosion and wear

3 Micro-sealing lips

perfectly adapting to the ball-pin contour

Unique transparent TPU boot material

advanced UV and contamination resistance
quantity and quality of OE specification grease clearly visible

Market leading surface technology
10µm Zinc flake coating

FOR OPTIMUM SAFETY, RELIABILITY
AND DURABILITY

Genuine OE quality ancillaries

Exclusive heat protection plating

FAG has been renowned for quality and innovation for over 130 years,
so you just know that our brand new steering & suspension range
will be something special.
All components have a market leading zinc-flake coating, and we
also use wear and corrosion resistant boots made from clear TPU,
so you can clearly see the OE specification grease within each joint.
In fact, every single part has been designed to OE specifications,
before it is then produced using the very latest exacting Schaeffler
material and manufacturing quality standards.
www.repxpert.co.uk | www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket |

REMARKABLE
QUALITY

11.9

G U A R A N T E E

Our Steering & Suspension parts are engineered, tested and
produced in-house to high standards of quality control. All
backed by a 3-year guarantee. New engineering innovations
make MOOG the best it’s ever been.

PRMMO1901_EN

Best-ever ride comfort and outstanding durability.

©2018 Federal-Mogul Global Aftermarket
EMEA, BVBA. MOOG is a trademark owned
by Federal-Mogul LLC, or one or more of its
subsidiaries, in one or more countries.

www.moogparts.co.uk

FREE SNACK PACKS WITH BATTERY ORDERS
Workshops and technicians can now get their hands on a pack
full of treats every time they purchase Yuasa batteries from
participating distributors. The battery brand, manufactured by
GS Yuasa, has launched the scheme to encourage workshops to
stock up and beat the winter rush.

At the peak of the coronavirus pandemic, it is estimated that
around 70% of the UK’s cars remained immobile and many of
these will have suffered battery damage due to reduced usage
and the firm says testing, replacement and charging services
have never been more important.
James Douglas, Marketing and Product Manager at GS Yuasa
Battery Sales UK, said: “We are excited to launch our free snack
pack promotion to workshops. The coronavirus lockdown
has had a massive effect on vehicles, causing many non-start,
battery related problems. Combine this with the winter season
around the corner, we are expecting the demand for batteries to
be higher than ever.
“We are encouraging all workshops to act now and test every
battery on every vehicle to ensure they make the most of the
opportunity this winter, but more importantly, so they can enjoy
a free snack pack on us during these busy periods!”
www.yuasa.com

REPAIR DAMAGED SPARK PLUG THREADS

If you feel the spark plug is reluctant to screw in cleanly,
the thread chaser can help, for 14mm x 1.25 plug threads,
70mm in length and is 3/8" drive. Its narrow profile makes
it ideal for hard to reach areas.
Coat with grease to catch any metal swarf, then gently
run the chaser down the length of the plug thread. It will
restore the threads and let you fit the new spark plug.
www.lasertools.co.uk

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Spark plugs can be difficult to remove but they can also
be difficult to fit correctly, sometimes resulting in crossed
threads or damaged threads. Laser Tools have introduced a
spark plug thread chaser (part number 7831) designed to
speed things up.
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PROVIDE A GDI FULL SERVICE ON HYUNDAI
AND KIA MODELS
Delphi Technologies offers independent workshops a full service
solution, providing garages with parts, tools, and training they
need, to service over 3 million Hyundai and Kia models fitted
with GDi technology. An aftermarket GDi service solution for its
industry-first Multec® 14 (M14) 350-bar pressure injection system
has also been introduced, as it begins to enter the aftermarket.
The manufacturer of OE GDi technology has a 30 percent
market share worldwide and extends this OE expertise to
the aftermarket. Its comprehensive GDi programme consists
of pumps, injectors, and service kits fitted as OE to more
than 3.9 million popular PSA vehicles. This is supported by
comprehensive training, advanced diagnostics, testing and
cleaning equipment, technical service and cataloguing.
“The GDi equipped new vehicle market is expected to grow by
more than 10 percent annually through 2026 which presents
an exciting opportunity for the aftermarket,” comments
James Tibbert, EMEA Marketing Director, Delphi Technologies
Aftermarket. “Building on our pioneering OE expertise, our GDi
solution provides technicians with everything they need to
perform premium end-to-end service with access to leading allmakes diagnostics and test solutions that can increase vehicle
uptime and garage profitability by over 30%.”
When it comes to testing, the Hartridge Excalibur GDi Master is
a plug-and-play test bench capable of powerful flow and high
frequency injection rates that can test coil and piezo injectors
of both GDi and PFI technology types in as little as five minutes.
This facility can help independent workshops differentiate
themselves from the local competition and provide a fast return
on investment.

launched in 2017, increasing injection pressure from the industry
norm of 200 bar to 350 bar to help automakers meet both Euro
6d and China 6 emissions standards. This is now being seen
in workshops as car owners seek high-quality independent
repairs. “As an OE supplier, we understand the challenges of
maintaining and repairing these highly advanced, high-pressure
systems. That is where the support of an original equipment
manufacturer can give garages a competitive advantage,”
adds Tibbert. “Our expanded GDi service program will give
independent garages the support they need to capitalize on this
fast-growing market.”

The Multec® 14 (M14) 350-bar pressure injection system was

delphiaftermarket.com

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

COMPETITIVE KEY PARTS PROGRAMME
GROWS
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In 2012, First Line introduced Key Parts brand – a
competitively priced alternative to the First Line and Borg
& Beck brands, which covers the most popular and fast
moving applications for braking, steering & suspension,
wheel bearings, water pumps and clutch kits. More than
1,600 references are available, covering over 66,500
applications.
The braking range has grown by 260 references, with
104 pads and 156 discs being added taking the total
range of Braking to over 790 references. All braking
components are ECE R90 approved where required, and
each component is supported by a 12-month/12,000 mile
warranty against manufacturing defects.
As with all First Line products, the braking programme
goes through rigorous quality control processes and
a continuous inspection and audit program to ensure
compliance, in line with the companies ISO9001:2015
management procedure.

All Key Parts references can be found in the company’s
online catalogue WebCat, webcat@firstline.co.uk, or
webcat.borgandbeck.com, to look up references, check
stock and place orders.

DISINFECTANT FOR
VEHICLE CABINS
The solution used in Valeo
ClimSpray has recently
received certification from an
independent medical laboratory
for its compliance with European
biocide efficiency standards,
demonstrating its ability to
neutralise viruses (including
coronaviruses), bacteria and fungi
in vehicle cabins.
Valeo ClimSpray can be used
by motorists and workshops to disinfect the vehicle’s
interior in 15 minutes flat and is suitable for use on both
plastic and rubber and does not leave any traces or
stains behind.
Valeo ClimPur is designed for workshop use and is
diffused via the vehicle’s ventilation circuit to purify
the air conditioning system. It cleans, disinfects, and
prevents corrosion from evaporation, and removes
unpleasant smells.
The supplier has several ranges of cabin filters to
prevent problems contamination at source, blocking up
to 97% of microparticles and delivering 99% efficiency
against contaminants and viruses.

NEW LINES AND
TOOLKIT COMPETITION
Sealey continuously expand
their range of products to bring
you the very latest technology
in tools and equipment.
They are well known for
their innovation, new ideas,
quality and value. They have
launched many new and
exciting products since the release of
their current 2019/20 catalogue, so it seemed a good time to
create The New Lines Promotion – All of their latest products in
one place at very special promotional prices!
Sealey’s new 108-page New Lines promotion launched on 1st
September contains over 1360 products – including Hand Tool
ranges, Storage options and Vehicle Service Tools – featuring
savings up to 51% off list price and is valid until 31st January
2021.
The promotion also features the latest competition to win a 5
Drawer Top chest with 139pc Tool Kit. The AP33059COMBO is
worth £545 and is fully loaded.
You can enter here: https://bit.ly/2G23h0D.
www.sealey.co.uk

Primalec Purifier ad 190x130 v2.qxp_Layout 1 20/08/2020 11:48 Page 1

Kills germs,
removes bad odours
Purifier harnesses the natural germicidal and disinfecting
power of ozone (O3) to cleanse vehicles of
● Viruses, Bacteria, and other Germs
● Odours of all kinds
● Tobacco smoke and allergens
It purifies the air, destroying contaminants on hard surfaces
and upholstery, and in the hidden air channels where
unpleasant odours often accumulate.
Ozone - the second most powerful steriliser in the world
- is the right choice for vehicle sanitising.
Purifier’s internal UV-C light source generates ozone
at the right concentrations to sanitise and deodorise
vehicle cabins safely. No chemicals.

KEEP FRESH, KEEP CLEAN, KEEP SAFE

Call us today +44 (0)1622 816955
customers@primalec.co.uk | www.primalec.com
Primalec, Nettlestead Green, Nr. Maidstone, Kent ME18 5HD, England.
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GET AHEAD IN ADAS CALIBRATION
94% of all road accidents are caused by human error and the
European Council are looking to reduce this significantly by
introducing new rules by 2022, which will apply to UK drivers
whether we leave the EU or not.
New vehicles registered in 2022 and beyond must be equipped
with the safety features including: Advanced emergency braking
systems, Intelligent speed assistance, Emergency lane-keeping
systems, Alcohol interlock installation facilitation, and Driver
drowsiness and attention warning systems.
In 2020, 50% of new cars were equipped with Advanced DriverAssistance Systems (ADAS), a percentage which is set to shoot
up once these new rules are in place. These systems must be
calibrated to ensure accuracy whenever the following takes
place:
• The windscreen is replaced
• The cameras or radars are replaced
• A collision has occurred (even a small bump whilst
parking)
• Bodywork repairs are carried out, such as replacing the
bumper
• Vehicle suspension is adjusted
• Wheel alignment is carried out
• Tyre size is changed
• An ADAS warning light displays on the dashboard
Supertracker says now is the ideal time for garages to invest in
suitable equipment to allow them to carry out this work and

ensure they are not missing out on around £250 per ADAS
calibration. The firm supplies the multi-brand Brain Bee Connex
Digital ADAS system, which provides a digital solution, unlike
other equipment, meaning no costly and bulky additional
panels are required. The digital target also adapts automatically
according to the floor, distance from the vehicle and other
environmental and physical conditions.
Contact Supertracker or a digital Connex ADAS
demonstration and quotation on 01489 773 888 or
email info@supertracker.com.

KEEP CUSTOMERS SAFE FROM BUGS THIS
WINTER

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

The car cleaning experts at Autoglym introduce AirCon Sanitiser, to fight off micro-organisms lurking in
inaccessible areas of a vehicle's air conditioning system.
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Many motorists wrongly view the air conditioning system
as a summer-only feature, not realising that it should be
used all year round to keep the windows and windscreen
clear. A side-effect of this dehumidifying is that moisture
can collect within the system, and if the system is not used
for a while that moisture is a welcome environment for
micro-organisms. This build-up of bacteria can produce an
unpleasant musty smell when the system is reactivated.
Autoglym’s aerosol product can fill every nook of the
air conditioning system with its sanitising spray, which
conforms to strict bactericidal and virucidal standards,
killing 99.9% of harmful micro-organisms, including
coronavirus and flu.
The smart packaging doubles as a specially angled mount
for the canister, which is positioned in a front foot well.
Once activated, the Air-Con Sanitiser can be left inside a
closed vehicle, and requires around 20 minutes to deepclean and refresh the entire network of pipes.

Anti-Bacterial Multi-Surface Sanitiser and Hand Sanitiser
products are also available.
www.autoglym.com

With its name referencing the MX-5,
the MX-30 seeks to combine driving
pleasure with eco-responsibility

Mazda MX-30
Mazda seeks to prove that size matters,
with its 'anti-EV' electric SUV
It is a brave stand to break from the technical
establishment, a reason why Rob Marshall finds
Mazda's new MX-30 to be a refreshing diversion
from the EV ‘norm’

employing an expensive AGM (Advanced Glass Mat) battery
for its regenerative braking i-ELOOP variable-voltage alternator,
a less expensive 12v EFB (Enhanced Flooded Battery) is used,
with a separate 25v capacitor that utilises no toxic heavy metals
in its production.

It is hard not to respect a car manufacturer for its integrity,
especially in the current climate. Since Ford sold its stake in
Mazda, the staunchly independent Japanese manufacturer
has continued its heritage, by ploughing a different technical
furrow for the greater-good.

Instead of knee-jerking to electrify everything in sight, Mazda
has studied the Electric Vehicle's whole lifetime environmental
impact, before introducing its first EV. The corporation
anticipates that combustion engines will power 95% of cars
it produces by 2030, probably with hybrid-electric assistance,

As history shows, Mazda persevered with making the 'Wankel'
engine dependable, a power unit that contributed significantly
to the bankruptcy of Citroën and the takeover of NSU by
Volkswagen in the 1960s and 1970s. Without major alterations,
it made a productionised rotary engine run on hydrogen and
its future is being investigated as a compact battery rangeextender. Mazda also produced the first Miller cycle engine in
the 1990s, a decade that saw its MX-5 establish itself as an icon
in its own right. More recently, the company has engineered
its own emissions-saving hardware. For example, instead of

The choice behind the MX-30's battery pack's relatively small size
optimises performance, range, charging times and weight against
the car's whole life CO2 production.

NEW CAR FOCUS

Taking a different approach
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has a 44.5kWh item but is 170kgs heavier, while Germany’s
Volkswagen ID.3 (See AT's April issue) can be specified with
45, 58, or 77kWh power packs but weighs around a specdependent fifth of a tonne more than the Mazda.

Elegant engineering simplicity
Twenty bolts hold the battery frame in place. Apart from securing
and protecting the high-voltage battery packs, it augments the
body's structural rigidity to meet Mazda's quest for superior
handling.

because it believes that liquid fuel will remain dominant until
2040, which makes uncomfortable reading for some politicians.
The firm has posited a bold multi-solution environmental
strategy that includes the continual development of
combustion engines to either equal, or better, the real-world
cradle-to-grave emissions of EVs. It is not only developing
CO2 neutral fuels but also the SKYACTIV-X Spark Controlled
Compression Ignition four-cylinder engine, which combines
very lean air/fuel mixes with high compression ratios. Mazda
insists that it not ignoring its environmental obligations - far
from it - but it refuses to abandon its philosophy of offering
affordable cars that people want to drive.

Small is beautiful?

NEW CAR FOCUS

As Mazda's first EV, the MX-30 appears out-of-step on
paper. Firstly, it delivers an unimpressive 143bhp (and
271Nm/200lbs ft of torque) to the front wheels, through a
transversely-mounted differential. The resultant 0-62mph in
9.7s and a limited 87mph maximum are unlikely to satisfy the
performance enthusiast, while the 124-miles range is also
around half the EV ‘norm’, which is likely to restrict its appeal
among typical buyers, who think (incorrectly) that all electric
vehicles must be environmentally sound. However, it is unfair
to slam the MX-30, based on data alone.
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As the MX-30's monocoque lacks a B-pillar, the battery frame
is bolted beneath the floor to enhance structural rigidity, but
the bodyshell neither amplifies, nor distorts forces transmitted
by the suspension. Using experiences gained from the
Mazda3 hatchback and CX-30 SUV, the familiar conventional
MacPherson Strut front and torsion beam rear set-up features,
with bushes and damper settings tuned to the new EV
application. Aided by the relatively lightweight battery pack,
handling neutrality is augmented electronically but not only
by a conventional friction brake-based anti-stability system.
Algorithms, programmed into the main drive ECU, can vary
the motor’s torque subtly, dependent on steering angle and
not just accelerator pedal position. Both tyre grip and weight
transfer can, therefore, be manipulated smoothly to improve
dynamics, particularly on twisty routes, or low-grip surfaces.
The brakes operate fly-by-wire technology, without a physical
connection between the brake pedal and master cylinder.
Mazda's software refinements enhance brake pedal feel, while
many EVs possess 'dead' and 'grabby' friction brakes. However,
a fail-safe mode allows the brakes to be applied (albeit without
power assistance), should the electrical system fail.

See no evil, hear no evil,
speak no evil
A common critique of EVs generally is that they benefit
wealthier nations at the expense of poorer ones. The mining
of cobalt for high voltage battery packs (and mobile phone

Mazda’s research, in conjunction with the Tokyo-based
Kogakuin University of Technology and Engineering, showed
that EVs with substantial high-voltage battery packs are,
ironically, counter-productive in environmental terms. EVs with
large batteries are responsible for significant CO2 emissions,
whereas smaller batteries deliver fewer greenhouse gases
than equivalent-sized diesel cars, when the whole cradle-tograve lifecycle is considered. As a result, Mazda believes that
its MX-30 strikes the ideal balance between performance and
sustainability, especially as most people cover fewer than 70
miles daily and a smaller battery takes less time to recharge.
Whether these are sufficient reasons to persuade the market
remains to be seen.
Yet, Mazda bets its MX-30 is superior to drive than its rivals,
something that figures alone do not reveal. The 35.5kWh
Panasonic-sourced lithium-ion power-pack is lighter than
the bulkier items that power the MX30's rivals, providing
dynamic benefits, something Mazda states is not the case for
many of today's EVs. By comparison, the Chinese MG ZS EV

As with many EV battery packs, the MX-30's lithium-ion unit is
managed thermally via the air conditioning system. A thin heat
exchanger contacts the base of the batteries, contributing to the
relatively compact dimensions and lightness.

The 'suicide' rear doors reference the rotary engined RX-8 sports car as
another brand signature. The lack of the B pillar means that the body has
had to be strengthened not only by the dismountable battery frame but
also by cross members above and beneath the battery pack, along with a
reinforced substructure that forms the rear axle location.

tech – Ed) is associated with severe human rights abuses,
especially in the Democratic Republic of Congo, which
produces around 60% of the world's supply. Reprocessing
the spent battery packs is also highly energy-intensive but
economically unviable, the current EU legal limit for recycling
high voltage packs is only 50% by weight. Sadly, the MX-30
does not appear to provide solutions to these inconvenient
truths, aside from the relevant point that a smaller battery
demands fewer precious resources to produce and recycle.
Disappointingly, Mazda would not elaborate further on these
subjects, at the time of writing, restricting its responses to AT
as:
"We trust our suppliers to ensure the ethical correct
sourcing for their products... in regards to recycling, we
are currently investigating recycling companies with
specialised technologies, and our policy is to avoid causing
environmental impact and accidents with the batteries,
in line with the laws and regulations of the destination
market."

Will the gamble pay off?
The MX-30 is due to be introduced to the UK in March 2021,
with prices ranging from £25.545 to £32,845, inclusive of the
Office for Low Emissions Vehicles grant. Yet, the ‘elephantin-the-room’ is range anxiety and, regardless of Mazda’s
sound environmental justification and logic, will the market
be convinced? If it is not, Mazda may have to return to the
drawing board, and it would be a great shame if it is forced
into following-the-herd to gain commercial acceptance.

Summary: The MX-30 complies with the current trend
for small, fashionable SUVs. Behind its seemingly
unremarkable statistics lies a handsome EV, true to its
Japanese roots that makes an ‘honest’, reasoned and
critical statement about why competing EVs are not
exactly the environmental saints that they purport
to be.

Take a look around the MX-30 in this 2-minute video

EFFECTIVE AGAINST VIRUSES, SPORES, FUNGI & 99.9% OF ALL KNOWN BACTERIA
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• Tested and Certificated to
BS EN 1276, BS EN 1650 and
BS EN 14476 for effectiveness
against bacteria and viruses
(Including Coronavirus/
SARS-CoV-2)
• Supports a garage’s duty of
care - Find out why, for the
health of staff & customers,
garages are insisting on
sanitizing the cabin & aircon
before working on a vehicle

Leaders in Preventative Maintenance & Performance Restoration

bgprod.co.uk/aircon | T: 01284 777934 | info@powerflowprotect.co.uk

Powerflow
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TAILPIPE

TALES FROM THE WORKSHOP FLOOR
IN CONJUNCTION WITH HAYLEY PELLS, OF AVIA
AUTOS, FROM BRIDGEND, SOUTH WALES, IAIN
ROBERTSON GAINS AN UNDERSTANDING OF A ‘LIFT
AS YOU CLIMB’ PHILOSOPHY THAT SHE PRACTICES
WITH AS MUCH VIGOUR AS DEVELOPING AN
EFFECTIVE FUTURE FOR THE FAMILY FIRM.
With racing in the blood and race preparation central to Avia’s
existence (Hayley’s engineer father, Andy Murdoch, having setup the original business, fresh out of the Army, in the 1970s),
being a specialist that has expanded into garage services and
MOTs has been an organic experience. Ironically, Hayley left
the RAF as a cartographer (mapmaker) some years prior to the
notional end of her service contract. Yet, she can reflect on a
systematic education that lent her myriad talents ideally to the
family business.
It is moderately rare to encounter a woman in the maledominated garage business but Hayley is one of the
nation’s leading MOT Testers, who does more than dabble
in journalism, which is an intriguing side-line that provides a
vehicle beyond the more current social media mindset. “We are
a forward-looking small business in a traditional environment,”
she outlines. “Our motorists are a cradle-to-grave responsibility.
Meeting their demands and satisfying their needs is only
possible by retaining high transparency and relying on
reputational word-of-mouth to maintain our buoyancy.”

TAILPIPE

Well, it is a buoyancy that is supported by success
and recognition, Avia Autos having been declared UK
AutoMechanika Garage of the Year 2019, a fitting tribute for
a business that cares intensely. Without seeking awards, both
Hayley and her business have received several, both poignant
and warranted, from educational establishments (Gower
College) and industry (IMI) alike. Yet, every aspect comes back
to her customers, her motorists, and, while the pandemic led
to her father being ‘shielded’ for various reasons, not even its
impact has diminished a concerted pursuit of excellence for
the second generation.
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“I am not alone in our industry in comprehending the value
of ongoing training,” Hayley explains, “as I would not be in my
current role without undertaking loads of it! Even my father,
as part of his ‘reintroduction’ to the post-lockdown business,
has been required to undertake training and I dedicate at least
two hours weekly to satisfy his needs.” She does take this very
seriously, but she also makes time for her husband, also an
engineer/metallurgist, and their young family. However, formal
education is supported by intuitive self-improvement that
Hayley absorbs from constant communication, building her
network of knowledgeable contacts and collaboration around
the industry.
It is this latter aspect that is singularly fascinating, as Hayley
believes staunchly in the future development potential of the
UK’s small firms but not unless they are also prepared to go
the extra mile. “While providing regular insights to our industry

through website, social media activities and writing for several
highly regarded publishers has become intrinsic to my profiling
of our business,” she highlights, “acting as a voice for certain
elements of our industry has been crucial and critically wellreceived.” Hayley believes that groups of specialists working
in collaboration, liaising, resolving issues, all while avoiding
conflict is where the future lies.
As stated earlier, Hayley is an intriguing individual and she
recognises the enhancements that she can add to diversity,
not as a ‘political cause’ but as a raison d’etre for the entire
industry. After all, she is a first-hand practitioner: “Our industry
can benefit hugely through avoiding sexism, ageism and both
colour and creed negative issues. When my father went back to
college to learn about hybrid/electrified vehicle maintenance
and repairs in his late-60s, the sometime age barrier had been
removed, fortunately. He was capable and is now skilled and
that’s the way it should be.”
Yet, if there is one spinal aspect to Avia Autos, it lies in
communicating with its motorists. “Treating but not
demanding that our motorists are our finest advocates,” Hayley
states categorically, “is what our business is all about. In some
cases, this may involve mutual backscratching. Yet, in the main,
it is honesty and a sense of purpose that allows such heady
aims to be achieved.” I get the impression that Mrs Hayley Pells
MSc CAE FIMI knows her onions, probably better than many
purported rivals do!

As your business restarts, the battery experts at VARTA® are on hand to help you build your
battery business with confidence. Already trusted by all the leading vehicle manufacturers, and
engineered in Germany, VARTA batteries for the independent aftermarket come off the very
same line at our European plants as their OE equivalents. This means a quality you and your
customers can trust.
VARTA® are supporting the garage trade with continued
free-of-charge access to the VARTA Partner Portal,
to assist you to routinely FIND – TEST – SELL & FIT VARTA
batteries on all cars.

www.varta-automotive.com
uk-enquiries@clarios.com
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